Case study

CUSTOMER SUCCESS STORY

Wells Fargo builds a Banking-as-a-Service
platform for a seamless customer experiences

Wells Fargo, one of the largest banks in the world, employs roughly 273,000 team members and serves over
70 million customers across 8,500 locations and 13,000 ATMs. The bank is driving a digital transformation
journey to deliver a unified customer experience (CX), at the accelerated speed that their customers expect.
As part of this journey, they built Wells Fargo Gateway, a Banking-as-a-Service (BaaS) platform that provides
key services — such as account servicing, payments, and foreign exchange — through exposing APIs to Wells
Fargo’s partners and developers.
This platform was foundational to One Wells Fargo, the bank’s transformation program aimed at unifying
customers’ experience around any interactions with the bank — whether it is over phone, web, or mobile.
Through API-led connectivity, services from all partners and applications are seamlessly integrated into the
Wells Fargo experience and consistently rendered on any channel.
Wells Fargo’s application network is the backbone to their digital platform, enabling reuse of the same API
across multiple channels. This reuse allows more rapid project delivery — increasing the speed of IT project
delivery from months to just weeks — and allows Wells Fargo to be more responsive to its customers’ needs.

“The FX API, which we are offering to our partners, has
been a game changer…they can seamlessly integrate their
applications or their systems with our platform.”
Sid Vyas
CTO, Capital Markets and Investment Banking Technology

MuleSoft, a Salesforce company
MuleSoft’s mission is to help organizations change and innovate faster by making it easy to connect the world’s
applications, data, and devices. With its API-led approach to connectivity, MuleSoft’s market-leading Anypoint Platform™
empowers over 1,600 organizations in approximately 60 countries to build application networks. By unlocking data
across the enterprise with application networks, organizations can easily deliver new revenue channels, increase
operational efficiency and create differentiated customer experiences.
MuleSoft is a registered trademark of MuleSoft, LLC., a Salesforce company.

